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Editorial:

,We are pleased to print in this issue an account by Hugh Anderson
of developments in the Labour History Museum field in Great
Britain, Apparently the Victorian State Government is initiating
i

•

a similar institution here in Melbourne,

We will be able to hear Hugh Anderson's opinions on this and

other aspects of his recent trip overseas. This will be at the
next meeting of the Victorian Branch on Tuesday l6th October at
the customary meeting place - the board room of, the offices, of the
Australian Insurance Employees' Union at 310 Queen Street,
Melbourne,

The meeting will^art at 7.45pm,

Hugh And'ersori's contribution not only to Labour History, but to,
Australian History has'been outstanding. This talk will be •of.- ,
great interest to all our members.
Increased Subscriptions

,j ,

Following increases in costs particularly in the price of paper
and envelopes and the announced increases for next year in postal,
charges, the executive intends to propose at the October meeting
that the subscription rate ,be increased to $3 annually, starting
in 1985.

HJi: mO>.

Our Chairman Reports

Svdney meeting honours the Tolpuddle Martyrs

Our Chairman, John Arrowsmith, reported that he and hid wife, Peg,
attended a meeting on Friday, 14th September, in the Sydney Town
Hall at which the Tolpuddle Martyrs were honoured.
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The meeting was jointly sponsored by the World Evangelism of the
World^Methodist Council and the Labor Council of N.S.W.

The

principal speakers were the Hon.R.Muloch M,P.,Deputy Premier of
N.S.W; the Rev.Sir Alan Walker and the President of the-AiC.T.U
Cliff Dolan.

The Ensemble Studios, a talented team of actors, performed a

dramatised version of the events leading up to the trial and
the trial itself.

It was titled the Tolpuddle Six and was

'U'A

scripted by Tony Morphett.

Another appropriate item was a hymn sung by a first rate choir
entitled the Tolpuddle Hymn, words by George Loveless.

As it

deigerved, the meeting was well attended.
It was a moving experience, for John to see and hear this event

portrayed in drama and song particularly in view of the work he

did producing the souvenir history of the Tolpuddle Martyrs.
Tribute to Dr.Lloyd Churchwood

The Conference to mark forty years of teaching and research in
Soviet politics by Lloyd Churchwood will be held in the staff

common room,. 4-th floor, of the John Medley building, the University

of Mblbourne'next Saturday and Sunday, October,20th ^ '21st..
Six sessions are organised, two on Saturday afternoon and four
on Sunday.

Apart from the intrinsic interest and high standard of the topics
it is expecfed that many will attend to honour a life-time of
dedication. :
Commeraorative I^sue - "Recorder"

Readers may remember that as a part of the Victorian Branch's

plan to mark the 150th anniversay of the founding of Victoria,
we intend to issue a special Recorder.
'U ■
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It will be an illustrated, printed, 24 page (newsheet, size)
production with articles on incidents in Victoria's history
of particular significapee to the people of Victoria. The
costs so far have been borne by three unions that have each
donated $2000.

A committee of three, John Arrowsmith, Dick Curlewis and Jack
Hut-sOft-: has practically finished the job. The result is a
credit-to their journalistic skill and diligence.

An order for 6000 copies has been placed with the printer.
Readers will be getting a copy towards the end of October.
Obituary

- Jean Morant (nee Young)

Jean Morant was born in Dumfries, Scotland and migrated to
Australia in 1927. She was forced to work for nearly two years
as a domestic under the migration scheme of the.time. She

tried to'join the Labor Party. The A.L.P told her she was not
eligible but put her in touch with the Militant Women's Group.
In 1931 Jean helped to organise the first International Women's

Day march in Melbourne,which was attended by 170.women - mostly
wives of unemployed workers, but the march received no press
attention.

Wonthaggi became Jean's second home during the 1934. coal strike.
She became involved in the Miners' Women's Au'xilliary in which
Agnes Doig played a leading part.

At the end of the thirties Jean worked as an organiser for the

Liquor Trades Union managing to unionise large numbers of women
in the catering industry. Ill health forced her to leave her
union post in 1942. In later years Jean was considerably

handicapped by illness. She will be remembered for her organising
ability, courage and tenacity

'
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A LOOK AT LABOUR HISTORY MUSEUMS

by
HUGH ANDERSON

While the main purpose of a recent lengthy stay in Great Britain
was to fulfil the terms of a Special Purpose grant from the
Literature Board to research the life of Prime Minister Andrew

Fisher, I took the opportunity to see as many industrial and
labour-history museums and collections as possible . I hope,
after reading this brief article, you will be convinced as I

am of the pressing need to preserve and make readily available
Austr'alian industrial and labour archaeology and history, .
However, I do not believe it is simply a matter of finding a

building and filling it with bits and pieces; any worthwhile
collection needs a purpose to succeed, some ongoing educational

function to give it continuing life.

Such a museum also

requires the use of the newest forms of display and audio
visual presentation to retain interest, and should have more
.than local, perhaps more than State, reference in its content.

It appears from recent newspaper announcements .that the time
is ripe to consider the. place of a labour-Industrial museum
in preserving, and indeed extending our knowledge aad under-,
standing of past technological developments and the social and

political struggles of Australian workers.

Last week, (News,

11/9/84.) we were informed a consultant was reporting on the

possibility of developing what is known as Humes Pipe Works in
Maribyrnong as an 'open air museum'-.

The bluestone buildings

dating from about 1868 are certainly of historical significance
from any point of view, and very important items of industrial
archaeology in relation to meat canning and concrete technology
in Australia,

I get the impression the authorities are not

clear what they intend to do with the building at present.
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On Saturday the Minister for the Arts indicated (Age,15/9/84) a
grant of $200 000 from the 150th Anniversary Board would be made
towards an 'ecomuseum' in the western suburbs of Melbourne,

although Mr Mathews too did not seem sure of what form this
museUm would take, except that it was to be devoted to

illustrating the 'working and social liyes of residents'.

The

term 'ecpmuseura' I take to be a neutered pne for industrial

and labour history collections with a radical thrust, and while
the tdpa.of a. labour history museum in the vest is a fine one
to many of ;US, it appears at a glance to be rather too narrow
oroparochial. , ^
'

■

Most of tlie'iuseums I visited in Britain were specific in
riature and ranged from,fair to excellent in standard although
varying widely in subject matter.

As well as the actual museum

collections in Devon and in Wales, I,was impressed by the way
in whioh they have set up industrial trails for people to

follow, and by their presentation of material on industrial
,, .t
archaeology. We might well follow the example of combining simple
publications on local industry with industry trails and a fixed
•industrial museum site.

Noteworthy was the Bersham. Industrial

Trail; which covers tlnplate and ironmaking, cornmills and _
water power, woolleh: mills, besides the industrial imuseuma ^.n the

area. in Wales., apart, from Bersham, the Lower Swansea Valley* '
and Rhondda Valley industrial Trails, there are numerous museums'

i.such as the Welsh Miners' Museum at Gymer, the Welsh Industrial
and Maritime Museum at Cardiff, and the North Wales Quarrying

Museum at Llanberis (with a cinema and gallery for films and

pictures) that are excellent. Many of the industrial aotivi^ies
are still going on, but details of access and viewing times are
available.,to visitors.

platforms.

Some industrial sites also have viewing

Of course, no one with an interest in the struggles

of labour can afford to-miss the considerable mass of material
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well presented, on Chartists and local unionism in the Museum
of Art Gallery on John Frost Square at Newport^ The Australian
reference emphasises the need to consider more than the local
context in setting up an jrdustrial museum.

The industrial archaeology group at the University of Exeter

has published a series of booklets on the development of
industry and technology in places such as Exeter and Barnstaple
that, although politically sanatised and therefore wanting,
should be considered in connection with any 'ecomuseura' founded

in We-stern Melbourne,

Industrial archaeology attempts to study

the physical remains, the buildings and machinery, of past
iijidustry, or if you like, industrial monuments, but the Exeter
group also see their role, as building up a visual record by
- .
photograph, transparency, and painting, of the industries of
Devon, The well-known publishers, David and.Charles, who are
situated in Devon, have assisted the study of Devon's industrial
archaeology by issuing .several books on the subject.

The major industries of Exeter have been brewing, malting,
tanning, ironfoirding,' corn milling, papermaking', weaving, and
transport (both land .and sea), and the first job was .to make

a survey to determine what remains of the industrial and to •
make priorities for study based on representativeness as well
as scarcity. The, walking tour devised by Michael Chitty to the
Old Malthouse, the medieval Exe Bridge, the Quay warehouses and

caaal banks, the old power station and Customs house, St,David's
Station (Bristol-Exeter rail terminus in 184.4.), and Council
housing of 1907, is not very flattering to the city, but does

give a vivid introduction to its industrial past and local history.
Michael Bone has done for Barnstaple what Chitty did for, Exeter,
but he makes the important point that we need to have an
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historical perspective, and warns that the format of a walking
tour and the accidental survival of the remaining sites 'may

well obscure the overall pattern of economic development in tie
town'. Nevertheless, the walking tour beginning at an industrial
labour museum, and supported by detailed and well-researched

directions, could play a valuable part in extending the content
of the museum into a community.

In Scotland the majority of collections are of the folk variety,
usually privately owned, and all endeavouring to recreate aspects
of life in bygone days. An Australian explorer, John McDouall
Stuart, even has a museum to himself at Dysart, but more

importantly from my viewpoint, uses a good audio-visual program
tb present material. The Smiddy Museum at Comrie was a blacksmith's shop until the 194-0's and retains the tools, forge's,
^ and bellows of that trade, the Scottish Fisheries Museum at

Anstruther is very popular, and the'provincial museum at Dundee
has a good social and industrial history section^; but to my
• mind the People's Palace Museum at Glasgow Green is one we
need to study carefully. It is a museum of the history of

Glasgow in an appropriate building of 1895.. While the content
covers the ,city« s. political and cultural foundations,' and the

tobacco, textile, and shipbuilding industries,' it .also contai-ns ,,
sharp comment on employment and depression and women's suffrage
and economics generally.

While in London in June I discovered the National Museum of

Labour History in the Limehouse Town Hall, Commercial Road, London,
and was very annoyed because'I had not been aware of its exist
ence on previous visits. , Even more stimulating was an invitation
on 2 July 1984. to the official re-opening of the Museum by
Neil Kinnock MP in the presence of a big crowd including politicians
and veteran unionists. A film crew working on a series of ten
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'shorts' on aspects of labour history such as the Tolpuddle
Mjartyrs and union banners was present to cover the evening's
activities. During a brief conversation, Neil Kinnock said

..

he hoped tcr visit Australia in 1985 and would love to take
part, in opening an Australian equivalent of the London museum
(and smiled at my rejoinder that I hoped he came as,Prime
Minister).

The National Museum of Labour History is, in my opinion, the

,

model or plan we should follow in building the social and
political side of an industrial and labour collection. Apart
from anything else, the 19th century building is an ideal
setting, with several downstairs rooms large enough to mount
keif-contained exhibitions, and up the ornate staircase a big,

high-ceilinged hall for functions and the hanging of trade
union banners.

The nearest thing to rival,it is the old

Kensington Town Hall in Bellair Street, near the Newmarket
station, which would also make an ideal place for a labour
history museum.

The museum in dockland London was established to preserve the

visual as well as the documentary history of the British Labour

movement, ,to make a.'people's history' from the industrial

revolution to the present day. Henry Fry who" foun&ed the' '•
Socialist History Society in 1958, first promoted it and the ,

idea was taken up by the General Secretary of the TUG in 1963,
George Woodcock, when he opened the exhibition of the So,ci,ety.
Three years later the Fry collection was incorporated with the
material gathered by Walter. Southgate, a life-long worker
historian and collector in the field.

Although the collection

went on growing, it was not until 1971 a permanent home was
found with the help of the Tower Hamlets Borough Council. In

May 1975, Prime Minister Sir Harold Wilson officially opened
the museum in one roofii' of the Old Limehouse Town Hall, but

since then the collection has expanded to occupy the entire

building. The museuin began with, an operating capital of'2000
pounds, but is now a registered charity independent of any political
party or union, and an expanded budget approaching 50,000 pounds a
year
In 1984 the trustees expect to spend
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83 000 pounds on,capital works, most support coming from the
labour movement in general in answer to the slogan: 'the
People's history is priceless'.

It is possible to look at tbe functioning of the National Museum
of Labour History under five headings :
1, Education*

Central to the activities of the Museum is a

varied educational program which offers lectures to 'A Level',

largely sponsored, by a variety of educational institutions.
There are evening classes held at the Museum, and each year
about 200 lectures are given in schools.

2, Publication.

The National Museum operates on the premises

4 fairly extensive bookshop of labour orientated books and
pamphlets from all around England, as well as selling its own
material, many of which are booklets specia.lly designed for
students on the basic aspects; of labour and social history.
The bookstall and mail order service also handles postcards with

photographs of Tom Mann, Ben Tillet, and Keir Hardie, all of
whom visited or lived in Australia at some time, cartoons and

•posters including Will Dyson's powerful,series 'Yesterday,, ,
the trenches' and'Today, unemployed' and copies of trade union
emblems, banners,' and membership certificates.,(mostly pro,duced
by the Ironbridge Gorge Museum).
3, Library and Archives.

The specialised collection of photo

graphs frOmi ah'barly as the 184.0's is now one of the most
comprehensive photographic libraries of social and labour
history in the Country. The museum's research collection and
archives are easily accessible to all researchers including
school students.

Aj Exhibitions. The new gallery to house visiting exhibitions
-was the first to exhibit the paintings of Sylvia Pankhurst in 1982.
Other exhibitions held at the National Museum include one of
ej--

J'age r.O
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the London docks, 1860-194-0, and an exhibition of Cliff Rowe
murals. On the other hand, the NMLH lends out exhibitions.a

5, Restoration.

The restoration section, which includes a

specialist bookbinder and a paper conservationist, is "busy
working on some 50 trade union banners with financial help
from the National Heritage Trust.

If we can set up a similar kind of museum of industrial and
labour history, perhaps with additional attributes to cater
for the technological and industrial archaeological side of
our history, Australia will have a facility better than almost
anywhere in the world and one that will benefit those now
i)n the labour movement and educate following generations in
Latour history.

_

-

The 1903 Victorian Enginemen's Strike

Previous instalment of this article was in issue No.129,
August, 1984.

.1

Bent avoided a strike by promising to do his best for the

union's classification" proposal in parliaments - this had been

agreed to by the railways in 1901, was rejected by the govetn- .
ment. The association accepted this - mainly as a result of
Hollis' attitude. Bent's conciliatory attitude towards rail

wayman did not spring from any humanitarian motives, but from
his belief that the railways were his special piece of patronage
and as such were to be nurtured and harvested for political
gain.

When the percentage wage reductions foreshadowed by the Irvine

government were introduced, they only aflfected those earning
more than 150 pounds a year. Since 7,591 railwaymen*- out of a
total of 9,853 earned 150 pounds or less, a large number
were unaffected by the cuts. The exception, of course, were

the enginemen. practically all drivers would be affected, and

■
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30 they lost more by the reductions, and they also had a general

sense of grievance. At the 1902 federal conference of the enginemen's
association of Australia, secretary Robert Hollis, a great believer

in uniting the Labour movement and moving it up behind the Labor
Party as much as possible, urged member States to join their
Trades and Labour Councils. The Victorians were receptive to this
advice and presented it to their annual meeting in late 1902. The
meeting endorsed the idea, and on l6th January,1903, secretary,

Henry D.Scorer, wrote to the Melbourne Trades Hall Council applying
for affiliation for his association. In so doing, he set in motion
a chain of events which almost stopped Victoria's railways for a
week, and wrecked the association he had led for the past three '
years.

IrvinSibadly needed an issue to assert his authority, and his

principles of reform. In March 1903,'a compromise had been reached' .•
on the Constitutional Reform Bill. The original proposal of- the

Kyabram movement had been for an upper house of 23 and 56 respectively,
but the compromise produced a bill giving an upper house of 35 and
a lower house of 68. Ten months earlier the then premier, Alexander
Peacock, had been thought ineffectual for promising reductions of
30. and .60 respectiyely.

Irvine's Bill, recfived an .unenthusiaStic recept.ion from the press.. _
For instance, the "Pastorallsts' Review", whilst saying*Irvine,, was .
the best Premier Victoria had had for a long time, said: ,"He is, not .. ..

a very strong man, and he has a weak-kneed following, to deal with
and one demoralised by long habits of extravagance" (17th April,1903).
This same paper , was still urging the government to . dispense, with, more
labour and said (in its. last issue before the strike. May 1903):
"Think what a boom in station and •farm improvements would tak.e place

if good labour
The government
had affiliated
the government

were available at 15s.per week and found."
continually took the initiative once the enginemen . . .
with the Council. In January, 1903> Irvine announced
was totally opposed to the affiliation of States.;

iTiirfirV'iHir-

■

,
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On the 7th April, 1903» when

the constitutional Bill was finalised, he announced the government

•

would stand firm on its decision making the railway unions withdraw
from the Trades Hall Council.

The last stage before the strike

began on 23rd April, when Cabinet decided to
Commissioner Fitzpatrick drew up a scheme to
he proposed attacking the Union executives.
affiliated unions - the enginemen, the Daily

force the'issue, acting
deal with the situationBy,2nd May the four
Paid Union, the Mass

Union (the A.R.U) and the Carriage Builders - had signified their
refusal to withdraw.

But only the enginemen were prepared to strike.

On the 6th April, ■

1903, they announced a ballot among members and on the 30th April
the re|Sult was given to the press - 780 were in favour of remaining
with the Council.

Then three interviews between the Premier and

the Unions followed - these failed.

On the 6th May, 1903, the Unions

were told to disaffiliate or have their executives dismissed from the

service.

Two days later the government was told by the enginemen's

association that if the'ultimatum was not withdrawn by 5 p.m they

would strike. At 3.40p.m the government declared all strikers would
lose their pension and compensation rights. At midnight, 8th May,
'1903, the strike began. ,
"
, •

The enginemen were, as they still are, a very higha,y integrated working
community. The unusual conditions of their work tends to isolate
them from the rest of the community - their irregular shifts being
the main factor. Every engineman was known to every other of his

occupation, either by personal contact or reputation.

They kept

their own counsel on all matters, their- attitude being only enginemen

would appreciate the problems of enginemen. So in such a community
group sanctions were very strong.
This accounts for a mere six
enginemen, out of about 1,050 employed, remained loyal to the

government when the strike was declared. The Amalgamated Engineers
forbade any fitter or workshops member to replace striking enginemen, and support was so intense that when the call was made for men
from the workshops, only one man volunteered.

«

•
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Paradoxically, the enginemen's strength was also their greatest
weakness. -On the 1901 intake of railway applicants, the 1 5 .locomotive
cleaner vacancies attracted 3,771 applications. By itself this

en surer] f. flood of applicants for the government's call for "loyalists"
to- man one engines, even without the offered inducement of double
the normal rate of pay.

If there is a general rule of railway strikes (indeed almost all
strikes), it is that speed is essential-failure to attain the-

desired goals in a couple of days generally means defeat for the
strike. The 1903 Victorian enginemen's strike exemplified this rule.
For the first three days, 9th-12th May, the strikers held their own;

after that they lost ground rapidly, not because of the effectiveness

of th^ government's skeletal train service, but because of waning
public support.

-

In the first few days, the enginemen conducted the strike with usual

weapons - picketing and highly selective violence. The community
aspect of picketing appeared vividly on the third day when one
observer described the strikers' women-folk as "by far the worst
offenders, for they worked themselves into hysterical frenzy and
'howled and screamed at the loyalist -firemen".(Sydney Morning Herald,

12 May, .1903). Two members- of the association were charged with

asaailt.lng a strike breaker, and on 10th May, a driver wrfo remained
"toyal", even though a member of the association, had every window
of his house broken. On 11th May, picketing was outlawed by

government proclamation and at every step overt resistance was defeated
by the forces of law and order.

The strikers remained solid. On the second day, they were joined

in sympathy by about 250 locomotive cleaners. Defections, though
well publicised, were few. After five days, a mere 19 enginemen out
of 1,050 had returned to work of their own accord. The government
was forced to rely on 71 enginemen from outside the department to
provide-the nucleus of its train service. The origins of these men
are no"w known, but two examples give some clues. One was a former

-i

I
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driver who had been farming at Sale during his retirement - an
instructive comment on the way a man's opinion could change with

his working environment. The most important group of strike
breakers were university students from Melbourne. Lance Wilkinson,
the son of the manager of the Bank of Victoria, epitomised' the

class origins of the student population.

It was these students

who carried out Irvine's anti-picketing proclamation by. guarding
strike breakers at the stations.

Yet, despite the drum beating by the press in the government's
favour, the strike breakers did an enormous amount of damage to

engines. On the first day of the strike, a loyalist dropped a
"lead plug" of his engine (a device indicating that the water level
in the boiler had dropped below danger level). Terrified, he ran
off, leaving his fire which, in turn, badly damaged the expensive
copper boiler. In all, at least 13 engines had their boilers
badly damaged by the strike breakers. But, of course, what was of .
over-riding importance, was that the government win its political
lattle, regardless of cost.
Outside Victoria, the strike aroused tremendous interest.

The

, first act of the newly formed Australian Employers'. Federation was

to carry a vote of sympathy for Irvine. Organised labour was ,
equally aroused, with unions and trades and laboui^ councils • .
Immediately pledging financial and moral support. The enginemen's'
Federal Secretary, Robert Hollis, wrote to W.A enginemen asking for
their support on the grounds, "defeat of Victoria would be followed
by the downfall of our men in other States".
Gratifying as this outside support was, the enginemen's leaders
were in a difficult position. Using the association's traditional
collective bargaining methods, the rank and file entrusted their
leaders with complete power in conducting the dispute on the
■ assumption they were aware of members' views.
To be continued.

Due to lack of space the speech by J.H.Kennan "The Evolution of
industrial law, - Is it Adequate today?" will be continued
next issue.

Lloyd Edmonds,
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